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Falke 80 - speed and energy
May 23 2013 at 10:10 PM

Joakim  (Login Schweden-Falke)

I own a Falke 80, serial number 8. I have been searching for information on speed and energy for this air gun but haven't found any certain answers. Does anyone know more on this?
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Falke 80 power May 24 2013, 1:03 AM 

Joakim there doesn't seem to any definitive information on the power capability of the Falke underlevers. If you look at the thread on the Falke range as described by WHB Smith in 1957 (in the Resources
section), you will see that his test found velocities averaging only 585fps from a Falke 90 in .177, although it's not clear to me what pellet he used. 

 
As you will know, pellet speed or velocity will depend on the weight of the pellet. In my experience the models 80 or 90 tend to produce between about 7 and 10 foot pounds of energy, with .177 calibre
naturally producing lower values than .22. These energies are considerably higher than Mr Smith encountered! 

I think, but don't know, that the swept volume of the Falke 80/90 cylinder is sufficient to generate higher muzzle energies with the right tuning. I did come across one Falke 80 in .22 cal that was producing
just under 11 foot pounds consistently. There was no evidence this was caused by dieselling either.

 
------------------------------
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mrto
 (Login mrto)

 Gem forum moderator

Re: Falke 80 power May 24 2013, 4:29 AM 

Hi, 
 To add to Garvin's response I have a Falke model 80 in .177 that currently with a new leather piston seal and shortened Titan spring produces a little over 9ftlbs with 8.44 grain pellets.I believe this can be

improved upon with a little time and effort without over springing the gun. 
 Somewhere on this forum there is an old airgun magazine post describing a Falke 80/90 refurb by a company I think in Colchester many years ago that was able to tune the gun in .177 to 11ftlbs.So,if these

figures are achievable in .177 cal then .22 should be easily capable of the UK's 12ftlb limit.ATB

    

This message has been edited by mrto on May 24, 2013 4:55 AM
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